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Abstract. Flexibility and distribution are major
challenges of an advanced workflow management system, but have been addressed mostly
separately from each other. In this paper, we
present an agent-based workflow enactment
service which combines flexible and decentralized workflow execution. Every task is coordinated by its own task (coordination) agent
which interacts with related task agents by
event passing. Realized as reactive agents, the
task agents know how to react to state changes
as well as to structural workflow changes so
that workflow changes can be handled also in a
decentralized enactment architecture. Instead
of generating different task or workflow objects
for the different task types of a workflow
schema, the execution behavior of a task agent
is extracted from the workflow schema and explicitly represented within the task agents. Finally, on schema level, the behavior definition
can be customized in order to express an adequate behavior for heterogeneous and flexible
processes. This is not only the basis for defining less restrictive workflows in advance, but
also for supporting dynamic workflow changes
in every possible situation.

1. Introduction
Flexibility and distribution are major challenges of an advanced workflow management
system, but have been addressed mostly separated from each other. Support for flexible

workflows in schema-based workflow management systems (WFMS) has to cope with two
fundamental challenges (cf. [ElNu96, Joe99]):
(a) A-priori flexibility focuses on the specification of a flexible workflow execution behavior to express an accurate and less restrictive behavior in advance; flexible and adaptable
control and data flow mechanisms have to be
taken into account in order to support ad hoc
and cooperative work at the workflow level and
to allow for a certain degree of freedom in
workflow execution. Furthermore, a flexible
workflow management approach should capture and support different kinds of processes
consisting of well-structured and lessstructured parts and encompassing humanoriented as well as system-oriented tasks.
(b) A-posteriori flexibility (flexibility by
dynamic adaptation) is provided by the change
and evolution of workflow models in order to
modify workflow specifications on the schema
and instance level due to dynamically changing
situations of a real process (cf. [EKR95,
ReDa98, JoHe98]). Note, that in the case of
dynamic modifications we also have to define
a-priori when, i.e. in which context and in
which state of execution, certain modifications
are allowed in order to ensure the dynamic and
semantical consistency of a process. This
workflow evolution behavior depends on the
involved task types and the particular situation,
it cannot be defined globally and uniformly for
any types of workflows.

Since a posteriori flexibility requires human
intervention, it implies an additional and very
crucial design goal: a workflow modeling language on a high level of abstraction is needed
which is easy to use and supports the visualization of its elements (cf. [SuOs97]). In particular, the trade-off between high-level formalisms, such as graph-based modeling approaches, and low-level mechanisms, such as
rule-based specifications which are hard to understand for humans and difficult to analyze but
provide a great flexibility, has to be resolved.
Beside flexibility, distributed workflow enactment is a key requirement for a scalable and
fault-tolerant WFMS and hence the basis for
enterprise-wide
and
inter-organizational
workflow support (cf. [GHS95]). A central and
monolithic workflow engine as suggested by
the WfMC reference model is therefore not sufficient. But, support for a-priori flexible
workflows as well as support for a-posteriori
workflow changes make distributed workflow
enactment more difficult – in particular in the
case of a highly decentralized workflow enactment (cf. [Mil+96]) which we follow.
In this paper, we present an agent-based
workflow enactment service which combines
flexible and decentralized workflow execution.
Every task is coordinated by its own task (coordination) agent which interact with related
task agents by event passing. Realized as reactive agents, the task agents know how to react
on state changes as well as on structural
workflow changes so that workflow changes
can be handled also in a decentralized enactment architecture. Instead of generating different task or workflow objects for the different
task types of a workflow schema, the execution
behavior of a task agent is extracted from the
workflow schema, explicitly represented within
the task agent and updated when the workflow
schema is changed. In contrast to autonomous
or intelligent agents, the task agents behave as

defined in the workflow schema where the behavior of heterogeneous and flexible processes
can be modeled on a high level of abstraction.
Section 2, characterizes different approaches of
agent-based workflow management. In section
3, we introduce the underlying decentralized
enactment model which is based on reactive
task coordination agents. With these enactment
concepts in mind, we outline in section 4 the
workflow meta model and in particular the
concepts of behavior definition and customization on schema level. Section 5 gives examples
of the definition of flexible workflows within
this approach. Finally, section 6 gives a short
conclusion.

2. Agent-Based WorkflowManagement
Agent technology can be used in different ways
for managing workflows and realizing
workflow management systems:1
1. Agents as cooperating actors (role-based;
autonomous agents): In this approach, different agent types are built for different
tasks and fulfill different roles (cf. [Kir96]).
E.g., a specialized agent for risk analysis in
the field of claim processing performs or
assists in performing a specific task and interacts with other agents. Based on an agent
architecture designed for managing business
processes, agencies are designed for and
adapted to different application areas where
the designed agents perform a workflow
autonomously. This approach reflects directly the organizational structure where a
business process takes place. It is characterized by the role-based design of different
1

A fourth approach which is proposed by Chang and Scott
[ChSc97] does not directly apply agents to process management but uses agents to facilitate various parts of existing workflows. Different agents which act on behalf of
a user are introduced as a front end to existing WFMS.

Figure 1: Structure and functionality of a reactive task agent
agent types, but does not follow an activityoriented process modeling methodology.
Rather, the workflow is encapsulated in
domain-specific application knowledge and
in the interaction/negotiation strategies used
by the agents. ADEPT [Jen+96, Jen+00],
PEACE+ [ALO96], [Sin97, SiHu98], and
[YuSc99] follow this approach.

2. Agent technology as a key infrastructure
technology for building flexible workflow
engines (activity-based approach; reactive
task coordination agents): This approach
follows the classical activity-oriented process modeling and workflow management
methodology. Activities, roles, and actors
are separate aspects within a workflow

schema. The control and data flow is modeled explicitly between activities. The
workflow schema is used to coordinate the
execution of tasks. Agent technology is
used in order to realize a flexible and decentralized enactment architecture. Reactive
agents coordinate the execution of tasks as
defined within the workflow schema without the need for a central workflow enactment service. Furthermore, they can support
complex control flow patterns needed for
coordinating flexible and heterogenous processes and handle dynamic workflow
changes. We will follow this approach since
it meets our design goals for a flexible and
distributed but still activity-oriented and
schema-based WFMS. We compare this approach to other decentralized enactment architectures in section 3.3.
3. Mobile agents realizing a migrating
workflow: Mobile agent technology is a
good starting point for realizing the concept
of migrating workflows [CiRu98]. A
workflow instance is migrated to different
“service stations” where tasks can be performed. Mobile agents can control the migration by selecting appropriate “service
stations” and can control the execution of
tasks and gather their results. In particular,
this approach can be used in an interorganizational setting (cf. [Mer+96]). But,
the migrating workflow instances make it
very difficult to support workflow schema
changes and to coordinate flexible
workflows which consist of complex control flow dependencies.

3. Decentralized Workflow Enactment by Reactive Task Agents
We start introducing our workflow modeling
and enacting approach by describing the (lowlevel) execution model which follows the idea
of treating tasks as reactive components (cf.

[HJKW96, Das+97, TGD97]): instead of interpreting a workflow instance by a (centralized)
workflow engine, a workflow is directly enacted by distributed task coordination agents
(short: task agent) which interact by event
passing. The execution behavior of every task
agent is defined by a structured set of specific
ECA rules. After introducing the underlying
execution model in this section, we show in
section 4 how workflows can be modeled on a
high-level of abstraction on the schema level,
how the context-free and context-dependent
behavior can be customized, and how the execution behavior of the task agents can be derived from the workflow schema.

3.1 Overview on Decentralized
Workflow Enactment by Reactive
Task Agents
A task agent is a quite simple but powerful reactive agent which has a typical three-layered
architecture consisting of a communication
layer, a layer for decision finding, and a operational layer (figure 1a). The operational layer is
represented by the class Task and contains all
built-in operations/transitions2 which can be
categorized into state transitions, actor assignment operations, operations for handling of
(versioned) inputs and outputs, and workflow
change operations.
For every operation, the task agent has the
knowledge about when to trigger the operation,
a condition that must hold for executing the operation, and a list of receivers to which events
are passed. Furthermore, the task agent knows
its related tasks agents (i.e., predecessors, successors, subtasks, super-task, supplier of inputs,
and consumer of outputs). Thus, the knowledge
of how to react on events is explicitly represented in the decision- finding layer in terms of
2

We use operation and transition synonymously throughout this paper (but with different emphasizes on arbitrary
operations or state transitions, respectively)
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Figure 2: Example of decentralized workflow enactment by reactive task agents
specific event-condition-action (ECA) rules
and decoupled from the built-in operations.
This is the most basic characteristic of an agent
architecture [GeKe94]. However, these agents
are neither intelligent nor autonomous agents
[WoJe95], since their execution behavior is derived from the workflow schema (see section 4)
and they behave exactly as defined within the
schema. Thus, the information system characteristic of the WFMS predominates where the
agent-oriented execution model leads to a
flexible and distributed architecture.
The communication between task agents is
based on passing primitive events. An event

consists of an event name (denoting the event
type), a reference to the producer of the event,
and a set of arbitrary attribute-value pairs
(which we omit in the following). This simple
communication language is sufficient for this
application and also shows the differences to
intelligent agents. Every task agent encompasses its own event queue (EventQueue). The
event queue and the execution state (state) together form the execution state configuration of
a task agent.
Example: Figure 2 shows a cutout of an change
request process that is enacted by interacting

task agents. For the time being, we neglect the
details of the partially illustrated ECA rules of
the different task agents (see below) and first
explain a typical workflow enactment. Furthermore, we assume a state transition diagram
which defines the fundamental state and state
transitions of a task agent (see upper right corner in figure 2). As explained in section 4, this
diagram is part of the context-free behavior
definition that every task type inherits.
After starting the super-task “ChangeRequest”, choosing a task realization for execution – following a late binding concept (in this
case a complex process definition) –, and creating sub-tasks, an event “process_selected” is
passed to the first tasks of the process (here:
“ChangeProposal”). This event normally triggers the enable transition of task agent, i.e. its
applicability is evaluated and, on success, the
transition fires. When a task is enabled for execution, the role resolution is activated if no actor has yet been assigned explicitly. In the case
of automatic tasks, the start transition will be
directly triggered by the enable event. When a
task is finished, a corresponding event is sent to
all succeeding task agents. This again results in
the evaluation of the enable transition of the
corresponding task agents. Furthermore, for all
end tasks, the finish event is also sent to the super-task, triggering the termination of the super-task, when all subtasks are state “done” or
have been truncated. The truncate transition is
used for dead path elimination.
The example gives also an impression of the
realization of more complicated control flows.
The control flow group “Exclusion” shown in
the example forces its members to execute
mutually exclusively. This behavior is expressed by a restricted application condition
(e.g., enabling of the task “ProjectPlanReview”
requires that “FunctionalReview” is not active
and vice versa) and by additional triggers and
event passing rules in order to react to the start/finish-transition of the related tasks.

3.2 Representation and Semantics of the
Execution Behavior of a Task Agent
The execution behavior of a task agent is defined by means of state transitions and the transition’s behavior description (TransitionExecBehavior) which determine when an operation/transition is invoked and when it is applicable (see figure 1b). A transition is defined by
its name, a “controllable” flag indicating
whether the transition may be invoked by an
external user or not (borrowed from [KrSh95]),
a set of source states, a target state, and the
event type that is generated by the transition.
Furthermore, a transition consists of a behavior
description whose underlying concept is in
principle similar to an ECA rule or to a statechart transition label. Its textual notation which
we use in the examples (see e.g. fig. 2) is defined by the following EBNF (see also corresponding elements within the meta model in
figure 1b):
ECArule ::= "DO" transition "ON" trigger { "," trigger }
"IF" application_condition
"SEND_TO" receiver_expr
trigger ::= event_name ["BY" event_producer_set]
["WHEN" trigger_condition]

First of all, the transition or operation itself is
the action part of the rule. Beside a state
change, the built-in operations may cause additional actions like updating the work lists, consuming input data etc. However, a process engineer cannot customize these actions; rather,
he/she can customize only the behavior that
determines when an operation is invoked or applicable. For this, the transition’s ECA rule
consists of a set of triggers, an application condition, and a set of event receivers.
Transition triggering: The transition invocation
is defined by a set of triggers. A trigger consists
of a primitive event type, a set of event producers and a trigger condition. When an incoming

event matches an arbitrary trigger and when the
task is in the source state of the corresponding
transition, the transition is activated (see definition 1 using OCL expressions). An event
matches a trigger when the event names are
identical, the event producer is listed in the set
of legal event producers of the trigger, and the
trigger condition holds. Thus, the reaction on
an event can be defined in dependency to the
task agent which has generated the event. E.g.,
a task agent reacts differently on the event finished, depending on whether the event was received from a predecessor or from a sub-task
(triggering the enable or finish transition, respectively; see figure 2). The same holds for
the trigger condition which is used to select an
appropriate transition rather than to define the
applicability of a transition. The most important
usage of a trigger condition is to react differently in the case of an OR-split. Depending on
the split condition a task may be enabled or
truncated when a preceding task has been finished. The truncation event is further propagated leading to a decentralized processing of
dead path elimination.
Definition 1: Activated Transitions
TaskAgent::getActivatedTransitions(event : Event) :
Set(Transition):
post: if self.eq.empty() then result->isEmpty
else result = self.beh->select(src_states->
includes(self.state))->select( tr |
tr.trigger->exists( tt |
tt.event_name = event.name and
tt.producers->includes(event.producer) and
self.evalCondition( tt.trigger_condition) ))
endif
TaskAgent::evalCondition(condition : Condition) :
boolean:
-- evaluates an OCL-condition in the context of
-- a task agent

Semantics of transition firing: From all activated transitions of a task, one transition is cho-

sen non-deterministically, the event is consumed, and the transition is invoked. The invocation of a transition first causes the evaluation
of the transition’s application condition. In
contrast to the trigger condition, this condition
acts as a guard, i.e., the transition is performed
only when the condition holds (otherwise
nothing is done; in particular, no other activated transition is performed). We allow only
the definition of atomic events, which are used
only for triggering the evaluation of the transition’s application condition. These state-based
semantics avoid the difficulties of defining
complex event-based semantics (and differs
from ECA rules or statecharts [HaGe96])3.
Moreover, user-controllable operations can be
invoked externally. In this case, the condition
still ensures that the operation is applicable.
Thus, invocation and applicability of a transition are strictly separated.
When a triggered transition is applicable, it
is performed (performTransition) and after executing the transition a corresponding event is
generated and sent to all receivers (sendEvent).
In contrast to statecharts, we use events for inter-agent communication and hence do not prescribe a broadcast of events to all tasks in order
to avoid communication overhead. The receivers of an event are rather defined by the receiver set of an ECA rule (receivers). On
schema level, the receiver set is defined in
terms of a relative path expression over the
workflow structure (e.g., horizontally to succeeding tasks as well as vertically to super- or
subtasks). The expression is resolved to actual
task agents on instance level.
The following definition gives the formal
semantics of transition firing regarding the execution states of the task agents and the generated events. The shown definition neglects all
3

In fact, event-triggercondition-applicationcondition-transition rule would better describe the approach but would
lead to an illegible presentation.

additional changes which are performed by the
built-in operations (e.g., update of the work
lists, changes of the workflow schema in the
case of change operations etc.). In particular,
transitions may have an effect although they do
not change the execution state (in this case, the
target state is not specified). Finally, the new
state of the event queue results from dequeuing
the first event (which has no effect on an empty
event queue) and enqueuing all generated
events from all fired transitions where the task
agent is part of the receiver set. All new events
of one step are enqueued in an arbitrary order
(enqueueSet).
Definition 2: Transition firing
Let Τ be the set of task agents of a workflow case. Let
εk = tk.eq.front() be the first event of a task tk ∈ Τ and
δk ∈ tk.getActivatedTransitions(εk) be a (non-deterministically chosen) activated transition for the task tk according
to the event εk. For tk.eq.empty() we set δk = ⊥.
The set of the chosen and applicable transitions is then
defined as
∆ = { δk | δk ≠ ⊥ ∧ k ∈ {1,.., |Τ*|} ∧
tk.evalCondition(δk.application_condition) = true }
Then, the new execution state for the task agents tk (k ∈
{1,.., |Τ|}) results from the firing of the transitions δk as
follows:
δk.trg_state if δk ∈ ∆ ∧ δk.trg_state ≠ ""
tk.state =
tk.state
otherwise
= tk.eq@pre->dequeue()->enqueueSet(
tk.eq
{ ( δ h.generated_event, t h, data(δh)) |
δh ∈ ∆ ∧ tk ∈ δh.receivers } )

generate and compile different task managers
from the workflow schema which implicitly
contain the distributed execution knowledge (as
illustrated in figure 3a), but configure task
agents with their specific execution behavior
(as it is described in section 4.4 and illustrated
in figure 3b). Thus, the execution knowledge is
explicitly represented in terms of ECA rules
which are interpreted by the task agents. In
particular, this rule base can be updated when
the workflow schema has been changed and
hence dynamic workflow changes can be supported (see section 5.2). Since the rules are
structured by the transitions (or more precisely
describe the transitions’s behavior), an update
of the execution behavior can be done incrementally.
Second, we do not create a copy of the
workflow schema when a workflow case is instantiated and do not migrate it between different enactment services because workflow
schema changes are hardly supported in this
case. We rather follow an integrated modeling
and enacting architecture, where a task agent is
related to its relevant schema elements, where
these interrelationships are explicitly maintained, and where the relevant execution
knowledge is derived from the schema. In
conjunction with a workflow schema versioning concept, this allows to support different
workflow schema evolution strategies and to
update the execution behavior upon schema
modifications (see [JoHe98] for details). Furthermore, schema changes can be analyzed regarding to their impact on running instances.

3.3 Comparison of Decentralized
Workflow Execution Architectures

4. Workflow Modeling and Behavior Definition on Schema Level

In comparison to other decentralized architectures like CodAlf/BPAframe [ScMi96], Meteor2 [Das+97], EvE [TGD97], our approach
differs in two important points which both concern mainly flexibility features: first, we do not

So far, we have introduced an execution model
whose execution behavior is defined by specific ECA rules. The ECA rules are structured
according to a task and a transition, respectively, so that a decentralized enactment is di-
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Figure 3: Decentralized workflow enactment models
rectly supported. Although this structuring
would help to specify workflow schemata on a
low-level of abstraction, the representation
formalism remains inadequate for workflow
modeling and lacks support for reusability of
behavior definitions.
Therefore, we introduce in this section how
the context-free and context-dependent behavior of a task can be defined and customized on
schema level and how workflow can be modeled by means of task graphs on a high-level of

abstraction without loosing the flexibility of
rule-based specifications. The interplay of both
concepts is based on user-definable control
flow types which encapsulate partitioned sets
of ECA rules (section 4.2 & 4.3) and the configuration of the execution behavior of a task
from the workflow schema (section 4.4). We
start introducing the workflow modeling concepts with an overview on the workflow meta
model.

Figure 4: Workflow meta model for task and process definitions and their instance-relationships

4.1 Overview on the Workflow Modeling Concepts
A task definition (or task type) is the building
block of our workflow meta model on schema
level. It is separated into the definition of the
task interface which specifies ‘what is to do’,
and potentially several process definitions (task
realization), which specify how the task may be
accomplished (how to do) (see figure 4 and 5).
The task interface is defined by attribute,
parameter, exception, and process constraint
definitions (all neglected throughout this paper)
and by a behavior definition. The behavior
definition at the task interface specifies the external context-free behavior of a task type by a
statechart variant (e.g., transactional or nontransactional) as explained in section 4.2; on
the other hand, the context-dependent behavior
is given by the application of a task type within
a certain process definition (see below).
Whereas the separation of context-free and

context-dependent behavior is irrelevant for the
representation of the execution behavior on instance level, it is fundamental for a modular
and reusable workflow model on schema level.
A process definition defines how a task has to
be done. The decision which process definition
of a task definition is used to perform a task is
taken at run-time (late binding). Every process
definition has a condition which acts as a guard
and restricts the allowed task realizations according to the current case. A process definition can be atomic, consisting only of a process
description or system invocation, or complex.
A complex process is defined in an activityoriented manner by a task graph which consists
of process steps and data inlets and outlets,
which are linked by control and data flow dependencies. Process steps are further divided
into task components, connectors, and event
components:
 Process Steps: A task component is an applied occurrence of a task definition repre-

senting the invocation hierarchy. If a task
definition is applicable only in a certain
context, it can be locally declared within
another task definition, restricting their
visibility to this task type. For every process
step a split and join type (none/and/or/ xor)
can be specified. In order to provide connectors independently of a task component,
connector components are predefined as
“empty” tasks which just realize splits and
joins.
 Control flow dependencies: Process steps
are linked by control flow dependencies. Iterations within this task graph are modeled
by a special predefined feedback relationship. A condition can be associated to every
dependency to support conditional branches
(by default, this condition is set to true). We
allow to define different control flow dependency types which can be applied and
reused within several process definitions.
The semantics of a control flow dependency
type is defined by ECA rules as introduced
in section 4.3. These rules define finegrained state dependencies (cf. [Att+96])
between the source and target component.
(A) Schema Level

On the other hand, the application of a control flow dependency within a task graph
abstracts from these details and allows to
model flexible processes on a high-level of
abstraction.
 Groups and blocks: Similar to the definition
of control flow dependencies we support
the definition of group relationship types. A
group relationship is used within a process
definition in order to group arbitrary process steps of a task graph; it applies the behavior, which is defined by the group relationship in terms of ECA rules, to its components (e.g., to realize mutual exclusion).
 Dataflow relationships: Finally, task components can be linked by dataflow relationships according to the input and output parameters of their task definitions. Furthermore, a data inlet (or outlet) is used in a
task graph as a data source (or sink) in order
to realize a vertical dataflow between the
parameters of the task definition and their
use within the workflow.
The workflow meta model in figure 4 as well as
the example in figure 5 show the different instantiation relationships which have been men(B) Instance Level
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tioned in section 3.3. Beside the explicit representation of the type-instance relationship (instance_of), also the process definition which has
been selected dynamically for execution (selected_process) as well as the context of a task
instance, i.e. the component it plays within a
process definition (task_component), is captured.
These relationships allow to derive the execution behavior of a task agent from the workflow
schema, to analyze workflow schema changes
according to their impact on running instances,
and to update the execution behavior upon
changes.

4.2 Definition of Context-Free Behavior
Types with Partial Definition of
ECA rules on Schema Level
The context-free behavior of a task type is defined by a statechart variant, which is encapsulated by the class BehaviorDefinition (see figure
6) The statechart defines the states and the operations/transitions of a task type. We allow for
the composition of states into complex states
(OR-states), but we disallow concurrent states
(AND-states). Furthermore, exactly one con-

text-free ECA rule can be defined for every
transition.
A task definition can inherit from an abstract task definition, i.e., a task definition
which has neither parameter definitions nor
process definitions. Thus, the is_a hierarchy is
used to define different behavior classes of
tasks (e.g., non-transactional, transactional,
etc.; cf. [KrSh95] for detailed examples).
Within an inherited statechart, new states can
be added and atomic states can be refined.
Also, transitions can be added and redefined by
redefining the source state, refining the target
state, and by redefining and adding ECA rules.
Definition of ECA rules on schema level: Thus,
the separation of context-free and contextdependent behavior definition leads also to a
separated and relative definition of ECA rules
on schema level. When we recall the ECA rule
of the enable-transition of the task “ProjectPlanReview” in figure 2, we can see that
some parts of the rule are context-independent
(e.g., that a subtask can be enabled only if the
super-task is active) whereas other parts depend
on the context (e.g., that enabling the task de-

pends on finishing the change proposal). In
particular, one ECA rule can be specified context-free for a transition defining contextindependent triggers and application conditions; any further ECA rules which are associated with a transition are defined by control
flow types which we will introduce below.
Therefore, on schema level ECA rules are
defined partially, i.e. expressing only a certain
aspect of the execution behavior. Triggers, an
application condition, or a receiver expression
can be omitted in a partially defined ECA rule
(see EBNF in definition 3). Furthermore, on
schema level we use relative path expressions
when referring to related tasks instead of the
absolute references on instance level. These
expressions refer to super- and subtasks, to
predecessor and successor task (possibly qualified by a specific dependency type), to consumer and supplier of outputs, to all tasks of a
complex workflow or a group. This is essential
for reusability since it avoids contextdependent definitions (such as traditional rule
based workflow specifications like “on X.done
do ...”).
Example: Every task definition inherits from a
predefined task definition, which consists of a
statechart that defines the basic states, transitions (as already shown in figure 2), and context-free ECA rules. Figure 7 shows a cutout of
the predefined ECA rules and gives examples
of their definition on schema level. E.g., several
triggers can be defined context-free for the enable transition (e.g., a supplier has released an
output so that a new input is available, the execution of the super-task is resumed, dynamic
changes of the process context have been performed so that the task may now be enabled
and so on). Furthermore, we can partially define the application condition for the enabletransition requiring that the supertask is active
(if it exists) and that all mandatory inputs are
available (using a predefined predicate). On the

other hand, all context-dependent aspects are
left open (e.g., triggers that react on the finishing of preceding process steps; corresponding
state dependencies in the application condition). Finally, a special predicate “condition_of” can be used on schema level in order
to refer to the condition of another transition.
This is particularly useful for the disabletransition and avoids redundant specifications.

4.3 Definition of Control Flow Types
As already mentioned, rather than providing a
fixed set of control flow types, different control
flow dependency types (DependencyType) and
group relationship types (GroupType) can be
defined by a process engineer in our approach
[JoHe99]. They are defined by a label, an informal description, and a set of partially specified ECA rules – at most one for a transition –
which give the semantics of the control flow
type. Within the task graph, the control flow
dependencies (Dependency) or group relationship (Group) can be used by their labels abstracting from the detailed definition and reusing complex control flow schemes. Thus, the
ECA rules defined by a control flow type define how to react on events depending on the
context. This leads to a combined approach
which integrates the flexibility of rule-based
techniques with the high-level constructs of
task graphs. Furthermore, structural restrictions
on the application of the control flow types
within a task graph can be specified: the allowed task types between which a control flow
is modeled or the allowed combination of different control flow types.
As a first example, we briefly explain the definition of the standard end-start dependency
which consists of several rules shown in figure
8b. We concentrate on the first rule, which defines an “end-start behavior” for the enable
transition of the target component (using the
keyword “OF target”; represented by the flag

ECA::for_source): first, the trigger ’on finished by
predecessor(Standard) when condition_of(dependency)’ defines that the enable transition should
be invoked when a predecessor according to
the dependency “Standard” has been finished
and the condition of the actual dependency
within a task graph holds (referred to by the
placeholder condition_of(dependency)). When the
condition evaluates to false, the complementary
trigger of the truncate transition matches so that
the task (and transitively the whole path) is
truncated. Second, the application condition
’source.state= done and condition_of (dependency)’
gives the state-based semantics of the end-start
dependency where “source” is a placeholder for
the actual source component of the dependency.
Figure 8b shows also the control flow group
type “Exclusion” as an example of a group relationship type which defines a control flow
dependency between an arbitrary set of process
steps. The semantics of mutual exclusion is ensured by the application condition ‘relatedmembers_of(Exclusion)->forall( state != running)’. Furthermore, additional receiver expressions are defined in order to propagate the startand finish-events between the group members.

An additional trigger for the disable transition
ensures that all group members are disabled
once another member has been started so that
the corresponding work items will disappear
from the actors’ worklists.
Since a task component can be involved in several dependencies and group relationships
types, the user can specify
• which task types can be related by the control flow type (source-/target_type, element_type) so that only only subtypes of the
specified task types are allowed,
• whether different control flow types can be
combined (heterogenous_split-/join),
• which split- and join-types are allowed for a
component (src_split-/trg_join_type_restriction)
and whether a dependency condition can be
used (conditional) in conjunction with a particular dependency type (in particular, conditional branches (or-splits) can be used
only with certain dependency types), and
• how the ECA rules defined by different
control flow types are fused together for a
component (fusion_type).

Definition 3: Grammar for the textual notation of ECA
rules on the schema level
contextfreeRule ::= "FOR" transition "DEFINE" ECArule_body
dependencytypeRule ::= "FOR" transition "OF"
("source" | "target") "DEFINE"
["WITH_FUSION" fusionype] ECArule_body
grouptypeRule ::= "FOR" transition "DEFINE"
["WITH_JOIN_TYPE" fusiontype] ECArule_body
fusiontype
::= "and" | "or" | "of_component" | "inverted" |
"overwrite"
ECArule_body ::= [ "ON" trigger { "," trigger } ]
[ "IF" application_condition ]
[ "SEND_TO" receiver_expr { “,” receiver_expr } ]
trigger
::= event_name ["BY" event_producer_expr]
["WHEN" trigger_condition]

ECA rules of the predefined task type ’TASK’
FOR enable DEFINE:
ON resumed BY supertask,
process_selected BY supertask,
output_released BY supplier,
context_changed,
[...]
IF supertask.state=active AND
mandatoryInputsAvailable()
FOR disable DEFINE:
ON suspended BY supertask
output_unreleased BY supplier,
context_changed,
[...]
IF NOT condition_of(enable)
FOR finish DEFINE:
ON finished BY subtask WHEN automatic
IF subtasks->forall( state=done OR
state=not_executed)
SEND_TO supertask
[...]

Figure 7: Predefined ECA rules

(A) Workflow with different control flow types

(B) Definition of control flow types
DEPENDENCY TYPE Standard : TASK -> TASK is defined by

Evaluation

xor

and

and

and

Change proposal for target
specification

Functional
review

Project plan
review
Exclusion

(C) Derived ECA rule for a "functional review"-instance
DO enable
ON finished BY { ChangeProposal, ProjectPlanReview },
[...]
IF (ChangeProposal.state=done and true) and
(ProjectPlanReview.state != running) and
from context-free
(ChangeRequest.state=active and
mandatoryInputsAvailable())
behavior definition
SEND_TO { FunctionalReview }
DO disable
ON started BY { ProjectPlanReview },
iterated BY { ChangeProposal },
from context-free
suspended BY { ChangeRequest },
[...]
behavior definition
IF not condition(enable)
[...]

FOR enable OF target DEFINE:
ON finished BY predecessor(Standard)
WHEN condition_of(dependency)
IF (source.state=done and condition_of(dependency))

(1)

FOR disable OF target DEFINE:
ON iterated BY predecessors

(2)

FOR truncate OF target DEFINE WITH_FUSION inverted:
ON truncated BY predecessors(Standard),
finished BY predecessors(Standard)
WHEN not condition_of(dependency)
IF (( source.state = done and not condition_of(dependency))
or source.state = not_executed)

(3)

FOR iterate OF target DEFINE:
ON iterated BY predecessors

(4)

FOR iterate OF source DEFINE:
SEND_TO successors(Standard)

(5)

GROUP TYPE Exclusion : TASK
FOR disable DEFINE:

(i)

ON started BY related_members_of(Exclusion)
FOR enable DEFINE:

(ii)

ON finished BY related_members_of(Exclusion)
IF related_members_of(Exclusion)->forall(state != running)
FOR start DEFINE:
SEND_TO related_members_of(Exclusion)
FOR finish DEFINE:
SEND_TO related_members_of(Exclusion)

(iii)
(iv)

Figure 8: Example of task and process definitions and their instance-relationships
The latter is of particular interest for the derivation of the task’s execution behavior and explained in the next sub-section in detail.

4.4 Configuration of the Execution Behavior of a Task Agent
The execution behavior of a task agent is defined by a set of transitions which are declared
by the task type and by the transitions’s execution behavior which is given by the ECA rules
as introduced in section 3. In order to derive/configure the execution behavior of a task
agent, we have to fuse all relevant partially
specified ECA rules for every transition and to
resolve the placeholders and path expressions
used in the definition of ECA rules on schema
level. The derivation procedure is in contrast to
centralized approaches (e.g. [Kap+95],
[CCPP96]) which realize a workflow engine on

top of an active database and derive one global
set of ECA rules. We start introducing this procedure by explaining the example shown in
figure 8c. We concentrate on the enable transition of the task “FunctionalReview” and its
ECA rule. For this task and transition, the following ECA rules are relevant:
• the context-free ECA rule of the task type
which forms the baseline of the resulting
ECA rule: in particular, its application condition is conjunctively joined with the context-dependent applications conditions.
• the context-dependent ECA rules of the Exclusion-group where the task is part of: by
default, the application conditions defined
by a group type are joined conjunctively; in
the case of the enable condition, it is required, that the “ProjectPlanReview” is not
running.

• the context-dependent ECA rules that are
defined by the standard dependency type for
the target component regarding to the standard dependency between “ChangeProposal” and “FunctionalReview”: by default,
the application conditions which are defined
by a dependency type for the target component are joined according to the join-type
specified for the component (when no jointype is specified, an and-join is assumed).
Therefore, the condition “ChangeProposal.state = done” is added conjunctively.
• the context-dependent ECA rules that are
defined by the standard dependency type for
the source component regarding to the standard dependency between “FunctionalReview” and “Evaluation”: these rules usually
define to whom the event generated by the
transition has to be passed and are defined
for the standard dependency for propagating
the finished, iterated, and truncated events
(not shown for the task instance behavior in
figure 8c).
The default fusion method of an ECA rule
(more precisely: of their application condition)
can be overwrote using the fusion types "and"
(default for group types), "or", "of_component"
(the default for dependency types), "inverted"
and "overwrite". The inverted-fusion type fuses a
condition with the complement of the component’s connect type. For example, this fusiontype is used for the ECA rule of the truncate
transition (see figure 8b): a task has to be truncated in the case of an and-join when one preceding task has not been executed or the dependency condition evaluates to false, but in
the case of an or-join it can be truncated only if
all preceding tasks have been truncated. Finally, when using the overwrite-fusion type all
application conditions defined by other relevant
ECA rules are neglected, i.e. the application
condition of the ECA rule is already the final
condition. This requires, that different control

flow types cannot be combined when they include conflicting overwrite-statements.
Beside combining the partially defined application conditions, we have to fuse also the different triggers and receivers which are defined
by the different ECA rules. Independently of
the specified fusion type, always the union is
created for both cases (omitting the details of
the union operator on triggers).
The formal definition of this procedure is
mainly based on the definition of the relevant
ECA rules for task agent regarding to a transition and the fusion of these relevant rules. An
ECA rule is relevant for task agent t (see definition A1 in the appendix where OCL in the
context of the above UML diagrams is used), if
• the ECA rule is defined by the statechart of
the task definition of t (context-free ECA
rule) (A1.1), or
• t refers to a source (target) component of a
control flow dependency of type D in a task
graph, and the ECA rule is defined by D for
the source (target) component (A1.2), or
• t refers to a component in a task graph,
which is part of a group relationship of type
G, and the ECA rule is defined by G (thus,
the ECA rules of a group relationship are
associated to all group members) (A1.3).
On this basis, we can define the set of all transition execution behaviors which forms the
execution behavior of a task agent. First, every
state transition defined by the statechart variant
of the task type is adopted with its structural
information (A2.1). Next, the relevant ECA
rules of the schema level are fused together resulting in the transition’s execution behavior on
instance level. This is done by
• creating the union of the triggers that are
defined by the ECA rules and by resolving
the event producer expression (A2.2) (using
a simple equivalence relationship on triggers so that equivalent rules are amalga-

mated by creating the union of the event
producers),
• generating a application condition according to fusion-types of the ECA rules (A2.3)
(for which the ECA rules are partitioned as
follows
• resolving the receiver expressions and creating their union resulting in the receiver set
(A2.4).

5. Behavior Definition and Adaptation for Flexible Processes
In this section, we show how the introduced
concepts of behavior definition can be used to
define a priori flexible workflows and to adjust
the application condition of and the reaction to
dynamic changes.

2.

5.1 Examples of Control Flow Types
and their Usage for Defining Lessrestrictive Workflows
Figure 9 shows a change request management
process which can be found alike in any engineering domain and which has been analyzed in
the MOKASSIN project [Gro+99]. The skeleton of the process is well-structured and consists of several mandatory tasks which are executed in a prescribed order: create change request, impact analysis, discussion in project
meeting, change proposal, review, evaluation
and acceptance. However, we find also a high
degree of freedom within (see corresponding
numbering in figure 9). User-definable control
flow types allow to model a workflow schema
on a high level of abstraction which supports
this a-priori flexibility:
1. When a change request (CR) is initiated a
first provisional version of the CR is often
passed to the configuration control board
in order to early start a preliminary discussion about the CR and the underlying
problem. This results in valuable feedback

3.

information and improves the technical
quality of the CR. In this case, the discussion task can start early (as soon as the first
provisional version of the CR is released)
and will respond with feedback information. Thus, both activities can overlap and
pass intermediate results overcoming a
black-box view of a task – in correspondence to the design of a reactive task
agent. But, in order to avoid a chaotic process the discussion task must not terminate
before the CR creation task. This kind of
dependency is denoted as simultaneous
[HJKW96]; its definition is given in figure
9. Furthermore, document interchange
between both tasks is versioned and hence
traceability is ensured.
Although the preliminary discussion is often needed, it is not mandatory. Therefore,
the discussion in the development meeting
only has to wait for the termination of the
preliminary discussion if it has been started
or still can be started. The Softsyncdependency (cf. [ReDa98]) indicates this
behavior. The discussion task can be
skipped without causing in deadlock.
When the CR has been accepted, a partially similar process starts for working out
the change proposal of the target specification. Again, questions may arise and
have to be clarified with the initiator for
which an optional consultation task is provided. This task can be started as long as
the change proposal task is active (duringdependency, see figure 9) and if an inquiry
has passed to the consultation task (value
dependency given by data flow relationships). When the consultation task has
been activated, the change proposal task
must not terminate before the consultation
task has finished (conditional end synchronization established by CondEndSyncdependency). This scenario also includes
data interchanges between running tasks.

iterate
feedback

[CR to be revised]

report

(2)

SoftSync

Discussion in
development
meeting

xor

Create/
Revise
Change request

and

xor

Preliminary
discussion

Simultaneous

feedback

and

(1)

[rejected]

task component with
split- and join-type

Impact Anaylsis
of CR

[accepted]
xor

output, dataflow, input

remark

During

(3)
non-standard confrol flow
dependency types

CondEndSync

remark

Consultation
with initiator

Functional
review

Project plan
review

Change
proposal

Exclusion

xor

[...]
[accepted]

control flow dependency with
dependency condition

control flow group relationship

FOR enable OF target DEFINE:
-- relaxed activation condition:
ON finished BY predecessor(simultaneous) WHEN condition_of(dependency)
started BY predecessor(simultaneous) WHEN condition_of(dependency)
IF (source.state=done or source.state=active) and condition_of(dependency)

FOR start OF source DEFINE:
SEND_TO successors(Simultaneous)
[...]

Evaluation

(4)

DEPENDENCY TYPE simultaneous : TASK -> MANUAL_TASK is defined by

FOR finish OF target DEFINE:
IF source.state=done

[rejected]
and

and

and

Change proposal for target
specification

Document
rejection

-- ensure that target does not
-- finish before source is done

DEPENDENCY TYPE During : TASK -> TASK
(unconditional) is defined by
FOR enable OF target DEFINE:
ON started BY predecessors(During)
IF (source.state=running and condition_of(dependency))
FOR truncate OF target DEFINE:
ON finished BY predecessors(During),
aborted BY predecessors(During)
FOR start OF source DEFINE:
SEND_TO sucessors(During)

Figure 9: Flexible workflow of a change request management process
Afterwards, the created change proposal is which restricts its application, and by raising a
reviewed according to functional and ad- corresponding event which is handled by the
ministrative consistency; minor changes affected instances in order to ensure the beand corrections are made directly. There- havioral consistency of the execution states.
fore, both review tasks should not be per- Thus, conceptually a change operation can be
formed concurrently, but can be performed treated like a state transition, and on-the-fly
with a free choice of their order. This be- changes are supported in the presence of dishavior is realized by the exclusion group tributed workflow enactment since every task
relationship introduced above.
instance object has the knowledge about how to
react on a change. Furthermore, the evolving
5.2 Situation-dependent Handling of
workflow schemata are managed on the basis
of a detailed workflow schema versioning conOn-the-fly Changes
cept which allows to support different evoluOur approach to dynamic changes of enacting tion strategies [JoHe98].
workflow instances is based on applying ECA
Whether a change is allowed and how to rerules also to change operations. Every change
act on it highly depends on the particular situaprimitive is encapsulated by a pre-condition
4.

tion and the behavior of the involved tasks. For
example, within several approaches [EKR95,
HoJa98, ReDa98] the insertion of a new preceding task is allowed only if the task has not
been started. However, an active manual task
can be suspended, a batch task can be just restarted, transactional tasks can be aborted, or
executed tasks can be compensated possibly.
The capabilities for behavior definition and
customization support such situations (see
[Joe99] for details).

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an approach to
modeling and enacting of heterogeneous and
flexible processes that deals with the challenging requirements of flexibility, reuse, distribution, and provision a process modeling language at a high level of abstraction. We have
shown, that the definition of control flow dependency and group relationship types on the
basis of ECA rules is a powerful concept for
supporting a-priori and a-posteriori flexibility
in a WFMS. In particular, the agent-based architecture combines decentralized workflow
enactment with this flexibility. Finally, the
combination of rule-based techniques with the
high-level constructs of task graphs results in a
great flexibility without losing the ability of
high-level workflow modeling.
Future work will focus on crossorganizational workflows. A first extension of
our approach which goes in this direction has
been undertaken [Gro+99]. The introduced
concepts have been fully implemented in the
project MOKASSIN – which has been funded
by the German Ministry for Research and
Technology (BMBF) – using IONAs CORBA
realization Orbix 2.3.
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Appendix
Definition A1: Relevant ECA rules of a task agent
Denote TD = t.instance_of the task definition of a task instance t, s = t.step the corresponding process step of t within a
task graph, and ST = TD.behaviorDefinition.state.stateTransition the set of state transitions defined for t by TD.
The context-free ECA rule of a transition τ ∈ ST is defined by the following OCL-expression
ecaτcf = τ.eCA->select( eca | eca.controlFlowType->isEmpty )
(A1.1)
The relevant context-dependent ECA rules ECAcd of a transition τ ∈ ST are defined by ECAτcd = ECAτdep->union(ECAτgroup)
with
ECAτdep = ECAsrc->union(ECAtrg)->select(eca | eca.defined_for = τ)
(A1.2)
ECAτgroup = s.group.refers_to.eCA->union(s.part_of.eCA)->select( eca | eca.stateTransition = τ )
(A1.3)
ECAsrc = s.dependency->select( d | d.src = s ).refers_to.eCA->select( eca | eca.for_source )
ECAtrg = s.dependency->select( d | d.trg = s ).refers_to.eCA->select( eca | not eca.for_source )

Definition A2: Fusion of ECA rules and derived execution behavior of a task agent
Let TD, ST, ecaτcf and ECAτcd be defined as above for a task t and transition τ ∈ ST. We partition ECAτcd as follows:
ecaτoverwrite = ECAτcd->select( eca | eca.fusion_type = overwrite )
(| ecaτoverwrite | ≤ 1)
and
dep
comp
dep
ECAτ = ECA ->select( fusion_type = and ), ECA τ = ECA ->select( fusion_type = of_component ),
ECAτor = ECAdep->select( fusion_type = or ),
ECAτinv = ECAdep->select( fusion_type = inverted ).
The set Πτ of triggers that are defined for a transition τ on schema level is given by
Πτ := ecacf->union(ECAcd).eCATrigger
Πτ is partitioned into a set of equivalence classes Πτ = { [φ]∼ | φ ∈ Πτ } by the (equivalence) relationship ∼ on triggers:
φ ∼ γ : ⇔ φ.event_name = γ.event_name ∧ φ.trigger_condition = γ.trigger_condition
Then, the execution behavior Γ of a task agent t is derived from the workflow schema as follows:
Γ = { δ : TransitionExecBehavior | τ ∈ ST ∧ δ.name = τ.name ∧ δ.controllable = τ.controllable ∧
(A2.1)
δ.src_states = τ.source.sub*.name ∧ δ.trg_state = τ.target ∧ δ.generated_event = τ.generates.event_name
∧ δ.trigger = π ∧ δ.application_condition = χ ∧ δ.receivers = Ψ }
with
w π = { tt : Trigger | [φ]∼ ∈ Πτ ∧ tt.event_name = φ.triggered_on.event_name ∧ tt.trigger_condition =
φ.trigger_condition ∧ tt.producers = U t.evaluatePathExpr(γ.event_producer) }
(A2.2)
γ ∈ [φ]∼

wχ=

ecacf.condition ∧ τ.target.entry_condition ∧ ecaoverwrite.condition if ecaτoverwrite ≠ ∅
ecacf.condition ∧ τ.target.entry_condition
if ECAτcd = ∅ ∧ ecaτoverwrite = ∅
cf
cd
eca .condition ∧ τ.target.entry_condition ∧ χ
otherwise

cd
with χ =

(

∧

e.condition ) ∧

e ∈ ECAτand

(

∨

e.condition ) ∧ (

e ∈ ECAτor

Θ

e.condition ) ∧ (

e ∈ ECAτcomp

Ξ

(A2.3)

e.condition )

e ∈ ECAτinv

∧
if t.step.join_type ∈ { none, and }
and Θ =  ∨
if t.step.join_type ∈ { xor, or }
Ξ ∈ { ∧, ∨ } \ { Θ }
w Ψ = t.evaluatePathExpr(ecacf.receiver_expr) ∪

U

t.evaluatePathExpr(e.receiver_expr)

e ∈ ECAτcd

(A2.4)

